In this research, a hybrid intelligent method based on NN combined with Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) to construct an auto-tuning of variable gain PID control for the control of Ultrasonic Motor (USM). The proposed method is with simple structure and capable to improve the control performance of traditional PID control. In this paper, the control performance and effectiveness of the proposed method was studied according to simulation results USM.
Introduction
PID control is recognized as the most famous method in control engineering. It plays such a significant role that the method is applied in almost every industrial field. Since traditional fixed gain PID control cannot meet the requirements of auto tuning according to system characteristics, variable gain PID control is developed as an important improvement in control of automatic systems (1, 2) .
In our proposed method, a Neural Network (NN) is introduced as an intelligent tuning unit for PID control.
Comparing with Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Fuzzy, NN performs quick and effective in control applications. However, in conventional NN with back propagation (BP) method using in control applications, the estimation of Jacobian is hard to be estimated (3) . To avoid the estimation problem, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is employed in the proposed method for constructing a hybrid intelligent PID control method. ABC is an optimization method originated from the model of bees. Since the model of ABC is simple and the estimation in it is easy, the algorithm is very attractive. In the proposed hybrid method, ABC is introduced to the weight updating in NN. The updating procedure requires only error signal of the system, without any modeling information of the system. The mechanism of the hybrid method is simple and easy to use. In this paper, we introduce an intelligent control method combined with ABC for variable gain PID control. The paper is organized as follows. PID control for USM is introduced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the proposed intelligent method of hybrid NN with ABC is introduced. Section 4 studies the simulation results. The paper is concluded in Sect. 5.
PID Control for Ultrasonic Motor

Ultrasonic motor
Different from traditional electromagnetic motors, USM is driven by friction force. The driving theory of USM is shown in Fig. 1 . The concept of friction driven motor was proposed quite early. However, the motor was not realized in the early age since it was proposed. It was commercialized in 1980's by Mr. Sashida. USM was found with very outstanding features since it was commercialized. Firstly, USM offers higher torque comparing with electromagnetic motor in the same size. Secondly, USM can give high torque in low speed range without any gear, and in no power condition, can give high retention torque. Thirdly, since USM is driven by friction generated from ultrasonic vibration, it runs very quiet offering high accuracy. Meanwhile, there is an important feature that owing to the special friction driven principle comparing with other electromagnetic motors, USM generates no electromagnetic noise and has no interferences to other electronic devices. Therefore, USM is capable to be applied in watches, autofocus cameras, cell phones, and so on. USM is still expected to be employed in more and more applications. Especially, owing to its Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), it is expected to be introduced more in medical and welfare fields (4) (5) (6) (7) .
However, there are still many difficulties in the applications of USM. Firstly, the life duration of USM is not long owing to abrasion caused by the friction driving. Secondly, special driving system which is more complex than that of traditional electromagnetic motors has to be applied. For control of USM, the characteristics of USM will change according to condition changes of temperature, humidity and load and so on. Meanwhile, since USM is driven by friction force, there is non-linearity in the control of it. We do not have exact mathematic model of USM.
PID control for ultrasonic motor
Basic scheme of PID control for USM can be illustrated as Fig.2 shows. In the scheme, r(k), u(k), and y(k) are the object input, the input and the output, respectively.
is the PID controller. The input u(k) is synthesized as
where KP, KI and KD are the gains of the PID controller. The error denoted by e(k) expressed as
The PID controller GPID(z -1 ) can be denoted as the following equation shows. 
In this research, the prosed intelligent method was proposed as Fig. 3 shows. The scheme is designed for tuning PID gains automatically to achieve good performance in USM control. In previous research, PID control which was proved to work well even without any mathematic models employed.
Intelligent PID control for ultrasonic motor
In this paper, neural network has been introduced as the main intelligent unit based on PID control of ultrasonic motor. The proposed scheme is a fixed structure as shown in Fig. 3 . Proposed scheme of ABC type NN method based on PID control for USM. There are 6 neurons in the hidden layer. The output layer contains 3 neurons estimating variation of the PID gains. In the scheme, the weights between input layer and hidden layer, and the ones between hidden layer and output layer are updated by ABC. The learning is designed to be implemented by ABC algorithm.
ABC algorithm was developed by Karaboga (8) . It simulates the food foraging behavior of honey bees. In ABC, the food source for bees are considered as solutions. Three types of bees are modeled in ABC algorithm, the employed, the onlooker and the scout bees. ABC colony consists equal number of employed and onlooker bees. Employed bees explore search space for food according to the information in their memories. Onlooker bees obtain the information from employed bees in the hive to select food sources for further extraction of nectar. If thenectar quantity in food source is low or exhausted, then scout bee randomly finds a new food source in search space.
In this research, the possible solutions of NN weight of are initialized with random number firstly. To all the solutions (i＝1, 2, …, N), new possible solutions (i＝1, 2, …, N) are generated using the random selection shown in Eq. (4). They are the real number vector with the same dimension. i is the number to identify the individual, j is the number of dimensions. According to greedy selection shown in Eq. (5), individual update of a nd is implemented about．If is selected will plus 1, if is selected will be initialized.
In Eq. (4) and (5), i is the number of individuals, k is the dimension number decided randomly. i s the number of generations, m is the individual number without i. is the random number within the range of [-1~1], shows the fitness of i. According to the results obtained by the employed bees, the relative probability can be estimated by Eq. (6). Using the probability, an individual can be selected by roulette wheel selection. The location updating will be looped for N times.
= / ∑ =1 (6) When the update cannot be implemented to new solutions, the corresponding bee becomes the scout bees. The searching equation is shown as the follows.
is the maximum value in the search space, is the minimum one. r is a random number between [0, 1]. In one iteration, when the best solution with higher fitness than the one of best solution in previous step, the best solution is updated as the following equation shows. Fig. 4 . Topological structure of ABC type NN. 
Experiments and Study
In this research a plant of USM servo system was employed. In the simulation, a step wave signal with the amplitude of 45 degree is introduced as a reference input. The simulation lasts 2000 iteration. Figure 5 shows the response of the proposed method. There was oscillation in the positioning around the steady state. At the end, the positioning converged to 45 degree with smaller error at the steady state. The variation of the gains is shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the gains converged smoothly and quickly at around the 400th iteration. Figure 7 shows the convergence in NN of the proposed method. The weights converged to certain values around 700 iterations. The convergence of the parameters shows the effectiveness of the proposed method in position control.
Conclusions
In this paper, a study of intelligent PID control scheme combined with ABC type NN has been implemented for USM control. In the proposed method, NN is employed to update the gains in PID controller. ABC algorithm is applied in NN's learning. The proposed method is able to be applied in compensating characteristic changes of USM. The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by simulation. 
